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Abstract—Mashup has emeraged as a promising way to allow developers to compose existed APIs (services) to create new or

value-added services. With the rapid increasing number of services published on the Internet, service recommendation for automatic

mashup creation gains a lot of momentum. Since mashup inherently requires services with different functions, the recommendation

result should contain services from various categories. However, most existing recommendation approaches only rank all candidate

services in a single list, which has two deficiencies. First, ranking services without considering to which categories they belong may

lead to meaningless service ranking and affect the recommendation accuracy. Second, mashup developers are not always clear about

which service categories they need and services in which categories cooperate better for mashup creation. Without explicitly

recommending which service categories are relevant for mashup creation, it remains difficult for mashup developers to select proper

services in a mixed ranking list, which lower the user friendliness of recommendation. To overcome these deficiencies, a novel

category-aware service clustering and distributed recommending method is proposed for automatic mashup creation. First, a Kmeans

variant (vKmeans) method based on topic model Latent Dirichlet Allocation is introduced for enhancing service categorization and

providing a basis for recommendation. Second, on top of vKmeans, a service category relevance ranking (SCRR) model, which

combines machine learning and collaborative filtering, is developed to decompose mashup requirements and explicitly predict relevant

service categories. Finally, a category-aware distributed service recommendation (CDSR) model, which is based on a distributed

machine learning framework, is developed for predicting service ranking order within each category. Experiments on a real-world

dataset have proved that the proposed approach not only gains significant improvement at precision rate but also enhances the

diversity of recommendation results.

Index Terms—Mashup, service clustering, service recommendation, probabilistic topic model, extreme learning machine

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

SERVICE-ORIENTED computing (SOC) has led to a new
generation for software engineering, changing the

way of designing, developing, delivering and consuming
software applications [1], [2]. As a result, service technol-
ogy has been evolving rapidly and an increasing number
of services have become available on the Internet [3], [4].
Meanwhile, since user requirements are comprehensive,
the fulfillment of user’s needs relies more on a set of
composed services rather than a single service. There-
fore, service composition plays a key role in SOC and
how to facilitate the construction of service composition
is critical to the wide adoption of service technology [1],
[5], [6].

Recently, the mashup technology, which allows develop-
ers to compose existing services to create new or value-
added services, has emerged as a promising service compo-
sition approach [7]. Generally speaking, a mashup process
is usually operated at a web browser, by “dragging and
dropping” APIs (programmable applications) from differ-
ent sources. In recent years, a number of online mashup
repositories have been established representative of Pro-
grammableWeb,1 myExperiment,2 and Biocatalogue.3 In
these repositories, a large number of published services
offer interfaces or APIs for external invocation, and users
can compose various services with different functionalities
to create mashups for fulfilling comprehensive require-
ments. On ProgrammableWeb, for instance, mapping ser-
vice Google maps and auction service ebay are recomposed to
create a mashup service named BidNearBy, which searches
local auctions in a map view.

When a user begins to develop a mashup, the first
thing is to select proper existing services from the reposi-
tory. However, rapid increasing number of services in the
repository makes the selection difficult. For example, on
ProgrammableWeb (till May 2014), 11,320 services have
been published and 7,440 mashups have been created
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with these services. Selecting suitable services is thus an
intractable task even for experienced users. Therefore,
service recommendation for automatic mashup creation
has gained a lot of momentum. Some works [8], [9] ana-
lyze the requirement text and service description file then
recommend services based on their semantic compatibil-
ity. Other approaches [10], [11], [12] predict service qual-
ity of service (QoS) and recommend services from the
angle of QoS optimization. Furthermore, user interest and
social relationship are considered by some works [13],
[14], [15] when recommending services.

To summarize, most existing methods directly recom-
mend services from the entire repository and rank all candi-
date services with different functionalities in a single list.
Taking the aforementioned mashup on ProgrammableWeb
for example: after searching services in the entire repository,
the existing methods may recommend services like “Google
maps, Amazon Prodcut Advertisin, Shopping.com, Bing maps,
Yahoo maps, eBay. . .” However, this type of service recom-
mendation has two main deficiencies:

1) Ranking services without considering to which cate-
gories they belong will lead to meanlingless ranking
for mashup creation. For example, Google maps and
ebay obviously belong to different service categories
and are actually used for fulfilling different aspects
of mashup. Therefore, the ranking order between
these two services doesn’t make much sense for
mashup creation.

2) Mashup developers are not always clear about
which service categories they need. Selecting proper
services in a mixed ranking list is difficult for
mashup developer. Furthermore, mashup develop-
ers may also have no idea about which service cate-
gories cooperate better for mashup creation.

Our investigation of the main causes of the deficiencies is
summarized as follows. First, the service categorization in
these repositories is weak which restricts considering cate-
gory when recommending services. In most repositories,
service categorization is currently realized through a manul
process [16]. Furthermore, some existing service clustering
algorithms only consider the functional similarity which
restricts the clustering accuracy. Second, most service rec-
ommendation methods for mashup creation lack the com-
ponent of explicitly predicting which service categories are
more relevant given requirements.

In this paper, we propose a three-step approach to over-
come the aforementioned restrictions and offer category-
aware service clustering and recommending for automatic
mashup creation. First, a service clustering method Kmeans
variant (vKmeans) is developed for enhancing service cate-
gorization which provides a basis for recommendation.
Second, for decomposing mashup requirements and explic-
itly predicting relevant categories, a service category rele-
vance ranking model is proposed. Finally, a category-aware
distributed service recommendation (CDSR) model is pro-
posed for ranking services within each relevant category. In
this way, mashup developer is informed with both “what
service categories may cooperate better for fulfiling your
requirement” and “what is the ranking order of services
within each relevant category.”

The main contributions of the paper are three-fold:

1) A service clustering algorithm Kmeans variant
(vKmeans) is introduced for enhancing service cate-
gorization. Different from the traditional clustering
method Kmeans, vKmeans considers different status
of services regarding mashups. vKmeans first identi-
fies core services of each category and then clusters
other services by their functional similarity. This
algorithm provides a basis for category relevance rank-
ing and category-aware service recommendation in sub-
sequent steps. Our experiments proved its suitability
for category-aware service recommendation.

2) A service category relevance ranking (SCRR) model is
proposed for decomposing mashup requirements
and explicitly predicting relevant service categories.
Thismodel contains two phases:Category TopicMatch-
ing (CTM) and Category Affinity Propagation (CAP).
CTM combines probablisitic topicmodel andmachine
learning technique, is designed for predicting the
functional relevance probability of each category
given mashup requirements. Based on Collaborative
Filtering (CF), CAP takes the output of CTM as input
and further considers the collaborative relationship
among different categories in history information for
predicting the final relevance probability of each cate-
gory. Superior to existing recommendation methods,
this model mainly addresses the problem when
mashup developers are not clear about which service
categories are needed formashup creation.

3) A Category-aware Distributed Service Recommendation
model is proposed for ranking services within each
relevant category. On top of service clustering result
of vKmeans, this model is designed with a distributed
machine learning framework that predicts the service
ranking order within different categories. Superior to
existing recommendation methods, this model elimi-
nates themeanlingless ranking among services in dif-
ferent categories and focuses on meaningful ranking
order of services within each category.

Our experiements over a real-world dataset show that
our method gains a 30 percent improvement on recommen-
dation accuracy, compared to state-of-the-art approaches.
Furthermore, our method achieves a 20 percent improve-
ment for long tail recommendation, i.e., recommending not-
so-popular services. This proves that our approach enhan-
ces the diversity of recommendation results.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 shows a motivation use case; Section 3 illustrates
the overall framework of our method; Section 4 presents
the service clustering and recommending model and algo-
rithms; Section 5 presents the experiments and discusses
results on a real-world dataset; Section 6 discusses the
related work and Section 7 draws a conclusion.

2 MOTIVATION USE CASE

In this section, we use a real case to illustrate how category-
aware service clustering and distributed recommendation
may enhance the process of automatic mashup creation.

The ProgrammableWeb is by far the larget online web
open APIs (services) repository that contains more than
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10,000 APIs with various functionalies. Such reusable and
programmable APIs enable developers to compose some of
them to creat mashups (compositions) for fulfilling compre-
hensive needs. For example, a developer plans to create a
mashup application that can search bidding information
near by. The requirement is described as “Search local auctions
and classified listings (craigslist) and show them on a map view.”
Such a requirement is unlikely to be fulfilled by a single API.
How to select proper APIs from the entire repository is
intractable for a human developer. So there comes the desire
of recommendation.

As shown in Fig. 1, the recommendation engine first
understands the requirement text and infers that two kinds
of APIs are needed for satifying the requirement: APIs with
maping and locating function and APIs with auction search
function. Then the engine searches for candidate APIs for
the two kinds, respectively. Thereafter, the engine refers to
the historical mashup-APIs invoking information and ranks
candidate APIs within the two categories, respectively.
Finally, the recommendation engine returns two candidate
ranking lists to the developer: Google maps, Bing maps, and
Yahoo maps for mapping service; Amazon Prodcut Advertising,
eBay, and Shopping.com for auction searching service. The
developer may finally select Google maps and eBay to build
the mashup application. During this recommendation pro-
cess for automatic mashup creation, three important issues
can be identified as follows:

Service clustering. Mashup inherently requires services
from different categories. How to cluster large numbers of
services into different categories in an appropriate way for
providing a basis for mashup creation?

Mashup requirements decomposing. Usually a developer is
not clear about which categories are needed to fulfill the
requirements. How to automatically decompose and map
the mashup requirements to relevant service categories?

Category-aware distributed service ranking. In order to elim-
inate the meaningless service ranking among different cate-
gories and improve recommendation accuracy, how to
design a recommendation framework for ranking candidate
services within each relevant service category for the given
mashup requirements?

3 OVERVIEW OF METHODOLOGY FRAMEWORK

To tackle the aforementioned challenges, we have
designed a category-aware API clustering and distributed

recommendation framework. The overview of the frame-
work is shown in Fig. 2. The framework is composed of
two parts: an offline service clustering part and an online
service recommendation part.

The offline part preprocesses the service and mashup
historical information and clusters services into differnet
service categories, which provides a basis for recommenda-
tion. The kernel phase of this part is a Service Category Min-
ing method that takes two matrixes as input: service topic
feature matrix (captured from service textual description by topic
model Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA)) and the mashup-ser-
vice matrix (extracted from service usage history). The service
topic feature matrix is corresponding to the factor of service
functionality and the mashup-service matrix is correspond-
ing to the factor of service popularity. Taking both of the
factors into account, the services in a repository are clus-
tered in a more proper form for recommendation.

In the online part, after receiving a new mashup
requirement, the textual requirement is first converted to
a mashup topic feature vector that quantifies weights of
various needs within the requirement. Then through the
phase of Service Category Relevance Ranking, which takes
the mashup topic feature and service category result as
input, the result of service category relevance ranking
order is obtained. This phase addresses the problem
when mashup developers are not clear about the needed
categories, and predicts the relevance probability of each
service category. Afterwards, making use of the result of
service category ranking order, the Category-aware Recom-
mendation phase, which is based on a distributed recom-
mendation framework, finally recommends services in
the form of ‘Category per candidate service ranking list’
to the user. This phase eliminates the meanlingless ser-
vice ranking among different categories and predicts the
relevance probability of services with in a category. In
this way, the user is informed ‘which service category is

Fig. 1. Category-aware service recommendation use case for mashup cre-
ation. In this case, the mashup developer is not clear about which service
categories are relevant. According to themashup developer’s requirement,
the recommendation engine recommends two categories of services (map-
ping and auction) and the service ranking order within each category. Then
developer can choose services from these two categories, respectively.

Fig. 2. Overview of methodology framework.
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relevant to your composition requirement’ and ‘which
services within a category may satisfy your requirement
better’.

4 MODEL AND ALGORITHMS

In this section, we first introduce some preliminary knowl-
edge of the probabilistic topic model LDA and the concept
of service topic feature in Section 4.1. Then we propose a
three-phase novel method for enhancing automatic mashup
creation: the Kmeans variant (vKmeans) algorithm for service
clustering is developed in Section 4.2; the Service Category
Relevance Ranking model for category relevance ranking is
proposed in Section 4.3; and the Category-aware Distributed
Service Recommendation (CRSR) model for ‘category per can-
didate service ranking list’ is discussed in Section 4.4.

4.1 Preliminary Knowledge of Probabilistic Topic
Model LDA and Topic Feature

Probabilisitc topic model Latent Dirichlet Allocation [17] is a
known unsupervised statistical model for natural language
processing. It is mainly used to discover the abstract ‘topics’
that occur in a collection of documents. Generally, a ‘topic’
here consists of a cluster of words that represent a certain
aspect of content, and a document is typically mixed with
multiple topics. Given a corpus, LDA model can not only
automatically predict which words are relevant to a given
topic, but also predict the weights of different topics (or
topic distributions) in the document.

In the context of ‘service’ or ‘mashup,’ a topic represents
a certain aspect of its functionality extracted from the
description document; the topic distributions represent to
which aspects of function that the service or mashup are rel-
evant. For example, a topic that contains words of ‘GIS’ and
‘location’ indicates that this topic is highly correlated to
‘mapping’ functionality. If a service’s or mashup’s docu-
ment has more weights on this topic, we can infer the ser-
vice or mashup may be a mapping service or a mashup
invoking mapping services.

The reason why we adopt topic features other than tradi-
tional keywords to represent the functionality of a service
or mashup is that, topic feature is more robust and flexible
[8], [18]. Assume that a user only inputs the keyword
‘photo’ for searching a service. Even though some services
described with similar words (e.g., ‘image,’ ‘album,’ and
‘picture’) are relevant to the user’s request, they may be
neglected via simple keyword-based methods. When it
comes to mashup, keyword-based methods also face the
same problem. On the contrary, topic feature could remedy
this flaw thus contributes to a better recommendation per-
formance. The result of service topic feature extraction will
be further discussed in the experiment part.

4.2 Service Category Mining

4.2.1 Motivation of Service Category Mining

Services in a repository gradually form different categories
in which services have similar functionality. According to
our previous empirical study [17] of service usage pattern,
in a certain functionality aspect, there usually exists one
core service that gains the most popularity. Some later
emerging services are likely to imitate these core services

and have similar functionality. However, some traditional
clustering methods (e.g., Kmeans) that only cluster services
according to their functionaly similarity are not suitable in
the context of service clustering. To remedy this deficiency,
we introduce a clustering algorithm based on Kmeans nam-
ing Kmeans variant (vKmeans) for service categorization. In
this context, each service is represented by its topic feature
vector as aforementioned. The similairity between two serv-
ices is measured by the KL distance of their topic feature
vectors. The main advantage of vKmeans is that, vKmeans
first identifies the core services of the K service categories
and assigns the values of these core services’ topic feature
vectors as the initial points of each category. In contrast, the
tranditiaonl Kmeans only randomly selects K services’ topic
feature vectors as the initial points for each category. This
improvement of service clustering is proved to enhance ser-
vice recommendation in the experiment part.

4.2.2 Materials Prepared for Category Mining

In vKmeans, both service’s description plain text and ser-
vice historical usage records are considered.

In recent years, plain texts (e.g., description text, tags,
etc.) are more user friendly than traditional service
description file (i.e. WSDL), and are often adopted by
more repositories to describe the functionality of a ser-
vice. We apply text mining approach to extract service
topic features from these plain texts. We resort to the
probabilistic topic model LDA to map the funtionality of
a service to a fixed length vector. The value of every ele-
ment in the vector ranges from 0 to 1, denoting the proba-
bility of a function may be involved in this service. The
summation of all the elements of the service topic feature
vector equals 1. Formally, we define STF matrix (illus-
trated in Table 1) to integrate the topic feature vectors of
all services.

In addition, we quantitively measure the popularity of a
service by the number of mashups that invoke it. The popu-
larity of all services can be obtained from their historical
usage by mashups. Similar to [19], [20], [21], the historical
service usage information is integrated in the MS matrix
(illustrated in Table 1). Afterwards, the summation of the
ith column ofMSmatrix represents the popularity of service
i (Algorithm 1, lines 1-3).

TABLE 1
Notions in Latent Service Category Mining

Notions Explanations

Ns Total # of services
Ks Total # of topics evolved in all services
Si Service i in repository
STF Ns �Ksmatrix, STF(i, j) represents the probability

of topic j given Si

Mi Mashup i
Nm Total # of mashup
MS Nm �Ns matrix,MS(i, j) ¼ 1 if Sj is invoked byMi;

otherwiseMS(i, j) ¼ 0
Nc Preseted # of service category
Cc Service Category c
Ncc The # of services clustered in category c
S�
c The core service of category c
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4.2.3 Two-Phase Category Mining Strategy

In this section, we introduce the vKmeans clustering
method for clustering services into categories. The main
idea of vKmeans is a two-phase clustering strategy. In the
first phase, we refer to services’ topic feature vectors and
their popularity to assign per category a core service as the
initial point for service clustering. In the second phase, other
non-core services are clustered into different categories,
similar to Kmeans. The similarities between services are
measured by Kullback Leibler (KL) distance [22] of service
topic feature vectors. We describe the pseudo code of
vKmeans in Algorithm 1 and list all involved notions in
Table 1.

Algorithm 1. Variant Kmeans

Input: STFmatrix,MSmatrix, Nc

Output: Sci : 1 � c � Nc; 1 � i � Nci

Phase 1.
1: For i ¼ 1 toNs

2: Calculate Si‘s popularity by summing the ith column of
MSmatrix

3: End For
4: Rank all services by their popularities
5: c ¼ 1
6: For r ¼ 1 to Ns

7: For j ¼ 1 to c
8: Calculate the KL distance between the rth popular ser-

vice and S�
j

9: If the KL distance � Threshold
10: c ¼ c þ1
11: Break
12: End If
13: End For
14: Assign the rth popular service as S�

c

15: If c >Nc

16: Break
17: End If
18: End For
Phase 2.
19: For i ¼ 1 toNs

20: If Si is not a core service
21: For c ¼ 1 to Nc

22: Calculate the center point of service category c
23: Calculate KL distance between Si and center point of

service category c
24: End For
25: Assign Si to the service category c with minima KL

distance
26: Ncc ¼ Ncc þ 1
27: End For
28: Calculate the center point of each service categories
29: Repeat 19-28 until the center point of each categories

converages.

Phase 1 of Algorithm 1 mainly mines the core services of
each category. Lines 1-3 use the MS matrix to calculate the
popularity of each service and line 4 ranks overall services
considering their popularity. Lines 5-18 visit services by the
order of popularity, and identify core services of each cate-
gory regarding their topic feature vectors’ KL distance. Topic
features of all the services are caught in the STFmatrix.

Phase 2 of Algorithm 1 clusters all the non-core services
similari to traditional clustering process of Kmeans. Lines
21-24 calculate the KL distance between the unclustered
services and the center point of each service category. After-
wards, in lines 25-26, we assign the unclustered service to
the category with minimal KL distance. In lines 28-29, we
iterate the Kmeans-like process until the value of center
point of each service category converges.

In the context of service clustering, the major advantage
of our vKmeans is that it uses both service topic feature
similarity and service popularity when assigning the initial
service of each category. In contrast, most traditional clus-
tering methods randomly assign the intial point of each cat-
egory, which neglects the status of different services thus
may lead to unreasonable clustering results. On top of
vKmeans, service category relevance ranking and category-
aware distributed service recommendation become possible.

4.3 Service Category Relevance Ranking Model

4.3.1 Model Description

On top of service clustering results, given a mashup textual
requirement, the intuitional task is to decompose the
requirement and analyze which service categories may be
relevant to the requirement. For this purpose, we have
developed the Service Category Relevance Ranking model. In
SCRR, two factors are considered to have influence on the
category relevance ranking order.

� First, from the view of functional matching, which
categories can probably satisfy the functional needs
of the mashup requirement?

� Second, some service categories are frequently
invoked together in historical mashups. How do the
collaborative relationships among different service
categories affect the relevance ranking? Which cate-
gories are more likely to be invoked together for ful-
filling a new mashup requirement?

Following the aims above, as shown in Fig. 3, the SCRR
model consists of two components: category topic matching
and category affinity propagation. The input of CTM is the
textual mashup requirement and the output is functional
relevance probability of each service category regarding
mashup creation. In CAP, besides these functional relevance
probabilities, the historical collaborative relationships
among categories are taken into account. CAP leverages the
functional relevance factor and category collaborative rela-
tionship to obtain each service category’s comprehensive
relevance probabilities at the output side. Finally, we rank
all service categories according to their relevance probabili-
ties: a category with a higher relevance probability has
more relevance for the given mashup requirement. In the
following two sections, we give the details of CTM and

Fig. 3. Outline of service category relevance ranking model.
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CAP. To avoid ambiguity, we list the additional notions
used in SCRR in Table 2.

4.3.2 Category Topic Matching

Upon receiving the textual mashup requirement, which ser-
vice categories will better satisfy the functinonal needs of
mashup requirement? CTM solves this problem by predict-
ing the topic matching probabilities of each service category
regarding the given mashup. We first explain the workflow
of CTM in Fig. 4 and then show the parameter training
process.

Firstly, the mashup requirement is converted to mashup
topic feature vector by topic model LDA. Secondly, the
mashup topic feature is inputted to the ‘Topic-Category’
Matching Machine. Afterwards, the functional relevance
probabilities of each category are obtained at the output side.
Obviously, the role of ‘Topic-Category’ MatchingMachine is
to imitate the mapping function from mashup requirement
to the functional relevance of each service category. We
adopt a machine learning approach to learn the mapping
function and train the parameters using historical data.

We use extreme learning machine (ELM) [23], whose
parameters are composed of an input weight matrix Ic, a
bias vector Bc, and an output weight matrix Oc, to learn
the implicit mapping functions. The training data is
obtained as follows. Combining MS matrix (illustrated in
Table 1) and the result of service clustering, which cate-
gories are involved in each historical mashup can be
inferred. We formally define this historical information in
PImatrix (illustrated in Table 2) that is the training data
at the input side. Similar to STF matrix, we use topic
model LDA to integrate the topic feature vectors of all
textual mashup requirements to MTF matrix (illustrated
in Table 2), which is the training data at the output side.
Afterwards, we apply the standard ELM training process
in [23] and use MTF matrix and PI matrix to train the

model. The mapping relation is embedded in Ic, Bc, and
Oc, respectively. The details of the training algorithm are
illustrated in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2. Parameter training of PTM

Input:MTFmatrix, PImatrix
Output: Ic; Bc; Oc

1: Initialize each element of matrix Ic by random value
between [–1, 1]

2: Initialize each element of vector Bc by random value
between [0, 1]

3: Extend vector Bc to aNh �Nm matrix BExtend by column
4: tempOutput ¼ Ic �MTFT þBExtend

5: Output ¼ e�tempOutput2

6: Hþ ¼Moore-penrose inverse matrix of Output
7: Oc ¼ ðHþÞT�PI

8: Return Ic; Bc; Oc

This parameter training process consists of three main
steps. In the first step, lines 1-2 randomly assign Ic and Bc.
In the second step, lines 3-5 calculate the hidden layer
output matrix Output. Finally, lines 6-8 calculate the Moore-
Penrose inverse matrix of hidden layer output matrix
Output and obtain Oc. Specificaly, we resort to the SVD
approach for calculating Moore-Pensore inverse matrix.

4.3.3 Category Affinity Propagation

As aforementioned, some service categories are invoked
together frequently in historical mashups. The co-occur-
rence times of two service categories in historical mashups
indicates their affinity regarding mashup creation. There-
fore, CAP learns the affinity among categories from histori-
cal data and quatifies the strength of collaboration among
different service categories. Furthermore, CAP leverages the
functional relevance probability of each category (obtained
by CTM) and the affinity among service categories, then
predicts the comprehensive relevance probability of each
category according to the given mashup requirement.

In order to quantify the affinity among categories, CAP
measures the affinity strength between two categories by
the times of their co-occurrence in the same mashup in
historical records. We formalize the affinity strength among
all categories in AFmatrix (illustrated in Table 2).

Afterwards, we introduce the following formula for cal-
culating the comprehensive category relevance probability:

PR
i ¼ �PTM

i þ ð1� �Þ
XNc

k¼1

AF ði; kÞ � PTM
kPNc

l¼1 AF ðk; lÞ :

TABLE 2
Notions in Service Category Relevance Ranking

Notions Explanations

PTM
i

Topic matching probability of category i

PR
i

Relevance probability of category i
Tm
i Topic i on mashup side

Km Total # of topics evolved in all mashups
PI Nm �Nc matrix, PI(i, j) ¼ 1 if services in category j

is invoked by mashupMi; otherwise PI (i, j) ¼ 0
MTF Nm �Km matrix,MTF (i, j) represents the probability

of topic j given mashupMi

Nh # of hidden units of ‘Topic-Cateogry’
Matching Machine

Ic Nh �Km matrix, input weight matrix of
‘Topic-Category’ Matching Machine

Bc Nh � 1 vector, bias vector of ‘Topic-Category’
Matching Machine

Oc Nh �Nc matrix, output weight matrix of
‘Topic-Category’ Matching Machine

AF Nc �Nc symmetric matrix, if i 6¼ j, AF(i, j) equals
the co-occurrence time of category Ci and category
Cj in the same mashup; if i ¼ j, AF(i, j) equals 0.

� Ranges from 0 to 1, the leveraged parameter of
functionality and category affinity.

Fig. 4. Working process of category topic matching.
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PR
i denotes the comprehensive relevance probability of cat-

egory i and consists of two parts: the �PTM
i part represents

category i’s functional relevance component that can be
obtained from CTM process; the other part represents the
affinity propagation component from other categories.
Here, we introduce a parameter � to adjust the strength
of the two parts. The calculating process by the graphical
representation is illustrated in Fig. 5.

As shown in Fig. 5, let us assume four categories:

PTM
1 ; . . . ; PTM

4 are their functional relevance probabilities
given mashup requirement; AF(1, 2), . . ., AF(3, 4) are the
affinity strength among the four categories. Assume that all
the other three service categories have influence on category
1. CAP thus calculates the comprehensive relevance proba-
bility of category 1 as follows:

PR
1 ¼ �PTM

1 þ ð1� �Þ
AF ð1; 2Þ � PTM

2

AF ð2; 1Þ þAF ð2; 3Þ þAF ð2; 4Þ
�

þ AF ð1; 3Þ � PTM
3

AF ð3; 1Þ þAF ð3; 2Þ þAF ð2; 4Þ

þ AF ð1; 4Þ � PTM
4

AF ð4; 1Þ þAF ð4; 2Þ þAF ð4; 3Þ
�
:

The comprehensive relevance probability PR
1 of category

1 consists of two parts. For the functional relevance part,

PTM
1 presents the functional relevance probability of cate-

gory 1 itself regarding mashup requirement, and � is the

strength coefficient of PTM
1 . Obviously, high funtional rele-

vance probability increases the comprehensive relevance
probability. For the affinity propagation part, we take the
affinity propagation from category 2 to category 1 as an
example: AF(1, 2)/(AF(2, 1) þ AF(2, 3) þ AF(2, 4)) presents
the normalization affinity from category 2 to category 1,

then multiply with PTM
2 to obtain the relevance influence

from category 2 to category 1. Obviously, if category 2 and
category 1 has a high co-occurrence ratio in mashups, then
the functional relevance probability of category 2 has more

influence on category 1’s comprehensive relevance proba-
bility. Following this way, the affinity propagation from cat-
egory 3 and 4 to category 1 can be obtained.

All the comprehensive relevance probabilities of other
three categories can be obtained in the same way. Therefore,
we can rank the categories according to their comprehen-
sive relevance probabilities. The novelty of CAP is that it
considers both the influence of functional relevance and cat-
egory affinity propagation when calculating comprehensive
relevance probability of a category introduces. Furthermore,
a parameter � is introduced for leveraging the strength of
the two parts. In the experiment part, we will further dis-
cuss the impact of � and how to tune it.

4.4 Category-Aware Distributed Service
Recommendation Model

4.4.1 Model Description

Through the SCRR model, we have obtained the compre-
hensive relevance ranking order of different services catego-
ries. Afterwards, we aim to go a step further and tell the
user “what’s the ranking order of candidate services within
each category.” For this purpose, we have designed a Cate-
gory-aware Distributed Service Recommendation model. The
outline of CRSRmodel is shown in Fig. 6.

In CDSR, each service category is distributed with a
‘Topic-Topic’ Matching Machine. The input of each cat-
egory’s ‘Topic-Topic’ Matching Machine is the mashup
topic feature vector; the output is the service ranking order
within each category. In this process, the role of each cat-
egory’s ‘Topic-Topic’ Matching Machine aims to imitate the
category-specific mapping function between mashup topic
feature and service ranking order. Similar to ‘Topic-Cat-
egory’ Matching Machine, the ‘Topic-Topic’ Matching
Machine of category c is also an ELM-based unit with the
three-layer structure: input weight matrix ITc , bias vector

BT
c , and output weight matrix OT

c . We list the nontions
involved in CDSR in Table 3, and show the parameter train-
ing process of CRSR in the next section.

4.4.2 Model Training

The model training process is composed of two stages. In
the first stage, using the result of service category mining
and historical service usage data, we obtain the training

Fig. 5. Graphical representation of category affinity propagation. AF(i, j)
represents the co-occurrence times of service category i and category
j in historical mashups. Notice AF matrix is symmetric, thus AF(i, j) ¼ AF
(j, i). This figure shows how the CAP model leverages the functional
relevance probability and affinity propagation to calculate the compre-
hensive relevance probability of category 1.

Fig. 6. Outline of category-aware distributed service recommendation
model. In CDSR, each category is distributed with a specific machine
learning component called ‘Topic-Topic’ Matching Machine. Receiving
the new mashup topic feature vector, the ‘Topic-Topic’ Matching
Machine outputs the service ranking order within each category.
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data for ‘Topic-Topic’ Matching Machine of each category.
In the second stage, we follow the standard ELM parameter
training process in [23] and train the parameters of each cat-
egory. The pseudo code of CDSR model training is shown
in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3. Parameter training of CDSR

Input: Sci : 1 � c � Nc; 1 � i � Ncc, STF matrix MTF matrix, PI

matrix
Output:

�
ITc ; B

T
c ; O

T
c ; 1 � c � Nc

�
Stage 1
1: For c ¼ 1 to Nc

2: Nc
m ¼ sum(PI(:, c))

3: Sc
TF ¼ zeros(Nc

m,Ks)
4: Cc

TF ¼ zeros(Nc
m,Km)

5: End For
6: For i ¼ 1 toNm

7: For c ¼ 1 to Nc

8: If PI(i, c) equals 1
9: Assign the ith row of MTF matrix to the current

beginning zero row of Cc
TF matrix

10: Randomly choose a service of category c used in
mashupMi, the index of the service is j

11: Assign the jth row of STF matrix to the current begin-
ning zero row of Sc

TF matrix
12: End If
13: End For
14: End For
Stage 2
15: For c ¼ 1 to Nc

16: Use {Sc
TF , C

c
TF } train {ITc ; B

T
c ; O

T
c }

17: End For

Lines 1-5 initialize the matrix of training data. Line 2
counts the number of mashups involved in each category,
thus confirms the dimension of training data matrix. Lines
3-4 intialize training data matrix as zero matrix. Ks presents
the dimension of service topic feature vector; Km presents
the diemension of mashup topic feature vector. Lines 6-14

visit all the mashups, and obtain the training data for each
category. Line 9 gathers the input-side training data, Cc

TF ,
for each category from MTF matrix. Lines 10-11 gather the
output-side training data, Sc

TF , for each category from STF
matrix. Lines 15-17 learn the parameters of distributed
‘Topic-Topic’ Matching Machines similar to Algorithm 2.

4.4.3 Category-Aware Distributed Service

Recommendation

Combining the result of service category relevance ranking
and the trained CRSRmodel, the category-aware distributed
service recommendation result is obtained by Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4. Category-aware distributed service
recommendation

Input: fITc ; BT
c ; O

T
c ; 1 � c � Ncg, mashup topic feature vector

Output: Category per candidate service ranking order
1: For c ¼ 1 toNc

2: Input the mashup topic feature vector to ‘Topic-Topic’
Matching Machine of category c

3: Obtain the predicted service topic feature vector ST
c at the

output side
4: Calculate the KL distance between ST

c and all the services
in category c

5: Rank all the services in category c according to their KL
distance with ST

c

6: End For
7: Return each category’s candidate service ranking list together

with the category relevance ranking order

Lines 1-6 follow the working process CDSR model and
obtain the candidate service ranking list of different catego-
ries. Line 7 recommends service combining the service rank-
ing order within a category and the category relevance
ranking order. For example, if there are five categories,
CDSR places the first service in each category at top five cor-
responding to the relevance order of the category; then
CDSR places the second service in each category at 6 to 10
also corresponding to the relevance order of their catego-
ries, and so on.

5 EXPERIMENTS

We have conducted a series of experiments on Programma-
bleWeb dataset, to compare the prediction accuracy of our
proposed CDSR approach with other state-of-the-art service
recommendation methods.

5.1 Data Set Description

The metadata of services and mashups are crawled from
ProgrammableWeb.com, in the range from June 2005 to
June 2013. In this data set, the textual information of each
service consists of its description file, service tags and sum-
mary; the textual description of each mashup consists of its
requirement text, mashup tags, summary and the list of services
invoked by it. Furthermore, every service in the repository
is organized into a certain category by manual work.

After removing meaningless or vacant mashups and
services, we obtained a collection of 6,813 mashups and

TABLE 3
Notions in Category-Aware Distributed Service

Recommendation

Notions Explanations

ST
c

Ks � 1 vector, the predicted service topic
feature for category c

NT
c

# of hidden units of ‘Topic-Topic’ Matching
Machine of category c

ITc NT
c �Km matrix, input weight matrix of

‘Topic-Topic’ Matching Machine of category c
BT

c NT
c � 1 vector, bias vector of ‘Topic-Topic’

Matching Machine of category c
OT

c NT
c �Ks matrix, output weight matrix of

‘Topic-Topic’ Matching Machine of category c
Nc

m # of mashups involved in category c
Sc
TF Nc

m �Ks matrix, service topic feature matrix
for training ‘Topic-Topic’ Matching Machine
of category c

Cc
TF Nc

m �Kc matrix, mashup topic feature matrix
for training ‘Topic-Topic’ Matching Machine
of category c
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7,186 services. The details of the data set is illustrated in
Table 4.

5.2 Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, we choose the following metrics from
information retrieval to evaluate the recommendation
performance.

5.2.1 NDCG@N

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain @ top N services
in ranking list is defined as follows:

NDCG@N ¼ 1

SN

XN
j¼1

ð2rðjÞ � 1Þ
log2ð1þ jÞ:

Where r(j) is the relevant score (0 or 1) of the jth recom-
mended service on the ranking list; and SN represents the
ideal maximum score that the cumulative component can
reach.

5.2.2 MAP@N

Mean Average Precision @ top N services in ranking list is
defined as follows:

MAP@N ¼
PN

r¼1
Nr
r �IðrÞ� �

Nused
:

Where Nr denotes the number of actual used services in the
top r services of the ranking list; I(r) indicates whether
the service at ranking position r is actually used; and Nused

represents the total number of actual used services in
composition.

5.3 Baseline Methods

We chose the following six types of methods for compari-
son: the details of how we used the baseline methods in our
experiments are shown as below:

1) TF-IDF: For TF-IDF method, we first obtain the Term
frequency Document Matrix (TDM) from the corpus.
Afterwards, TDM is transferred to Tf-idf Weighted-
Document Matrix (TWDM). Next, services are
recommended according to their tf-idf weight simi-
larity with composition requirement, measured by
KL divergence defined as follows:

DKLðqueryjjserviceÞ¼
XN
i¼1

TWDMði; qÞlogTWDMði; qÞ
TWDMði; sÞ:

Where N denotes the total number of term; TWDM
(i,q) denotes the tf-idf weight of ith term given the

query; and TWDM(i,s) denotes the tf-idf weight of
the ith term given a service.

2) PopK: For PopK method, we refer to [24]. In this
context, the popularity of a service is measured by
the usage frequency by compositions from histori-
cal information. Only the top K services in relative
service categories are recommended according to
the query.

3) SCTM: Single Category Topic Matching (SCTM) is a
special case of CDSR. SCTM considers the entire
services as one category, which means that it only
recommends all candidate services in a single
ranking list.

4) Km-SCTM: For Kmeans-SCTM method, we use the
traditional Kmeans algorithm to cluster services into
different categories according to their topic feature
vector’s KL divergence, then resort to SCTM to rec-
ommend services within each category.

5) OTM: Original Topic Matching (OTM) recommends
services based on the original service categories
provided by ProgrammableWeb. Such categories are
divided by manual work.

6) DTM: Domain Topic Matching (DTM) is a subset of
CDSR. The major difference of CDSR over DTM is
that CDSR considers the affinity propogation among
service categories when predicting the relevant cate-
gories according to mashup requirement.

5.4 Experiment Results

In this section, we will discuss our experimental results. We
will first compare the recommendation performance on the
overall dataset using different methods. Then, we will com-
pare different methods on long-tail recommendation, which
reflects the diversity of recommendation. After that, we
will discuss the impact of category amount. Finally, we will
discuss the impact of parameter�.

5.4.1 Overall Recommendtion Comparison

We have conducted a 10-fold cross validation on the overall
dataset to evaluate different methods: TF-IDF, PopK,
SCTM, Km-SCTM (fix category amount at 10), OTM, DTM
(fix category amount at 10), CDSR (fix category amount at
10 and fix � at 0.5). After parameters trained, we use the
mashup textual requirement as input of recommendation
methods and return a ranking list of candidate services. A
service in the list is considered a positive recommendation
only if it is actually used in the mashup; otherwise, it is con-
sidered a negative recommendation. With varying N, the
length of recommendation list, we report the NDCG and
MAP of the seven methods in Fig. 7.

As illustrated in Fig. 7, CDSR shows a superior recommen-
dation performance over other methods. Let us takeMAP@20
for example: CDSR (71.03 percent) is higher than DTM (67.63
percent), OTM (64.52 percent), Km-SCTM (55.5 percent),
PopK (46.72 percent), SCTM (38.28 percent), and TF-IDF (20.1
percent). The interpretation of this result is as follows. Since
TF-IDF is only a functional keywords-basedmethod, it shows
a relative poor performance. PopK performs relatively well
because the service usage pattern on this dataset presents a
strong power-law distribution, which means that the popular

TABLE 4
Data Set on ProgrammalbeWeb.com

Statistics Values

Total # of services 7,186
Total # of compositions 6,813
Total # of service categories of PW 62
The # of services used in at least one composition 1,155
Total # of terms in composition textual corpus 205,494
Total # of terms in services textual corpus 350,101
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service may gain more preference from developers [17].
SCTM considers both functionality and service popularity;
however, it recommends services in a single list without
considering to which categories they belong. Thus it leads
to meanlingless ranking and restricts its performance. Both
Km-SCTM and OTM cluster services first and then recom-
mend serviceswithin each category. But the service clustering
part of these two methods only considers service functional
similarity. Our previousmethodDTM remedies this flaw and
takes the service popularity into account when clustering
services. However, DTM overlooks the factor of collaborative
history among different service categories.

Compared with all above baseline methods, three ad-
vancements contribute to our CDSR’s superiority. First, the
service clustering strategy of CDSR is better than traditional
functionality-based algorithm and manual work. Second,
CDSR considers the collaborative influence among service
categories, thus promotes the category relevance ranking.
Third, CDSR recommends services in different categories
according to their category-specific service usage patterns,
thus eliminates the meanlingless ranking among services
fromdifferent categories.

5.4.2 Recommendation Diversity Comparison

In recent years, long tail recommendation gains a lot of
momentum because it reflects the diversity of the recom-
mendation results [25]. In the context of service recommen-
dation for mashup, long tail services refer to those sevices
not popular and only used in few mashups. According to
our previous empirical work [17], the service usage pattern
on ProgrammableWeb.com shows a significant power-
law distribution: nearly 5 percent popular services ever
occurred in 78 percent mashups and the other 95 percent
services are in long tail. Therefore, the potential value of
95 percent services in long tail should not be ignored. We
have evaluated the performance of different methods on
long tail recommendation (Fig. 8).

Comparing Figs. 7 and 8, we can see that most methods
are subject to the power law property and show different
performances on long tail recommendation. PopK sharply
decreases in the two metrics, because it only recommends
the most popular services in each category but ignores
the services in longtail. SCTM recommends services from
the entire repository and suffers significantly from power
law distribution. On the contrary, TF-IDF becomes better in
longtail recommendation as it only cares about functionality
and keyword, which helps it get rid of the influence of

power law distribution. Km-SCTM and OTM also descrease
a lot when it comes to long tail recommendation. DTM
reforms the services clustering strategy and performs better.
Our proposed CDSR method further considers the collabo-
rative influence among different service categories, which
in turn further remedies the influence of power law and
improves the precision in longtail recommendation.

5.4.3 Impact of Service Category Amount

Our proposed CDSRmethod provides a mechanism to adjust
the amount of service category amount. Larger service cate-
gory amountmeans a finer-grained service clustering strategy
and smaller service category amountmeans a coarser-grained
service clustering strategy. We have designed expeirments to
study the impact of service category amount.

Fig. 9 shows CDSR’s result of MAP and NDCG with dif-
ferent service category amounts (fix � at 0.5). In some range,
CDSR shows a general tendency of higher prediction preci-
sion with more service category amout. Let us take Fig. 9c
for example. When there are only two categories, CDSR
shows a relative low precision rate at both overall (e.g.,
MAP@20 is 38.26 percent) and longtail (e.g., MAP@20 is
29.65 percent) recommendation. When the service category
amount goes to ten, the precision rate increases sharply at
overall (e.g., MAP@20 is 71.03 percent) and longtail (e.g.,
MAP@20 is 61.26 percent) recommendation. However, if
the category amount continues to grow, for example to
reach 20, the precision rate of overall performance decreases
in some degree (e.g., MAP@20 is 66.07 percent) while long-
tail performance almost remains at the same level (e.g.,
MAP@20 is 61.93 percent). The reason may be too large pre-
seted category amount may weaken too much the influence
of power law distribution and the status of those popular
services. These observations imply that we should choose
appropriate service category amount for superior recom-
mendation performance.

5.4.4 Impact of �

As aforementioned in the model part, CDSR considers the
relevance of service category with mashup requirement is
the result of two factors: the functionality relevance factor
and the categories collaboration factor. The parameter � is
the coefficient to control the strength of the two factors.
The larger � is, the functionality relevance factor has more
strength and the categories collaboration factor has less
strength, and vise versa. In this section, we discuss the
impact of � on CDSR’s recommendation performance.

Fig. 7. MAP and NDCG on overall service recommendation.
Fig. 8. MAP and NDCG on longtail service recommendation.
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Fig. 10 demonstrates CDSR’s overall and longtail perfor-
mance with a range of � (fix service category amount at 10).
When � is 0, both of overall and longtail show low precision
rates, which means taking no consideration of functionality
relevance factor is unreasonable. As we gradually increase
the value of�, the functionality relevance factor and catego-
rires collaboration factor are leveraged: when � is 0.5, the
overall precision rate nearly reaches its peak point; when �
is 0.75, the longtail precision rate reaches nearly its peak
point. If we preset � at 1, both of overall and longtail preci-
sion rate decrease, which confirms that categories collabora-
tion factor should be taken into account. Furthermore, the
value of � can be flexibly adjusted to satisfy different
requirements: either high overall prediction accuracy rate
or high longtail prediction accuracy rate.

6 RELATED WORK

In this paper, we have presented an integrated method for
automatic mashup creation, which combines service cluster-
ing and service recommendation. Therefore, we review
related work from two aspects: service clustering and ser-
vice recommendation.

6.1 Service Clustering

With the rapid increasing number of services in a reposi-
tory, proper service clustering has become critical to facili-
tate service searching process.

Functional similarity is the basis of service clustering.
Khalid et al. [26] analyze WSDL documents and cluster
them into groups based on functional similarity. Using
WSDL documents as well, Cristina et al. [27] propose an

Fig. 9. Impact of category amount on CDSR. Large service category amount means a finer-grained service clustering strategy while small amount
means a coarser-grained strategy. In our experiment, to fix the service category amount at 10 may be a wise choice.

Fig. 10. Impact of �on CDSR. � leverages the strength of functional factor and category collaborative factor when predicting the relevance service
category regarding mashup creation. The overall and longtail peak points correspond to different value of �. The CDSR model can be adapted to dif-
ferent recommendation purpose by adjusting parameter �.
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ant-based service clustering method that groups services
based on semantic similarity. Chen et al. [28] believe utiliz-
ing WSDL documents alone for service clustering limits its
accuracy. Thus, they develop an approach called WTCluster,
in which tags are taken into consideration in addition to
WSDL documents.

Non-functional factors are also considered by many
researchers for enhancing service clustering process. Zhou
et al. [29] consider dynamic situations when a data provid-
ing (DP) service emerages or disappears, supported by a
dynamic fuzzy C-means algorithm. Zhang et al. [30] consid-
ers the hierarchical structure within each service category.
In their two-phase service clustering method, the traditional
K-means method is first used to cluster services into differ-
ent groups, followed by an algorithm to construct the hirer-
arch within each service category. Skoutas et al. [31]
develop a thematically service clustering method, where
services are categorized into groups based on customizable
query parameters.

Our service clustering method proposed in this paper
takes into account both functional and non-functional fac-
tors. Different from exsiting works, we learn from our previ-
ous empirical work and summarize the formation process of
a service category. After a core service gains popularity, fol-
lower services imitate the core service and join the service
repository. Inspired by the typical service category forma-
tion process, our proposed clustering method first identifies
the core services of each category, then clusters other non-
core services.

6.2 Service Recommendation

In recent years, a number of recommendation methods have
been developed for service compositions.

Semantic matching approaches recommend services based
on semantic relevance between services and queries. Meng
et al. [9] develop a keyword-aware service recommendation
method named KASR. Key words are used to indicate
users’ preferences, and a user-based collaborative filtering
algorithm is adopted to generate appropriate recommenda-
tions. Unlike this exact keyword-based matching method,
Li et al. [8] use probabilistic topic model LDA to extract
functional attributes of services from WSDL documents.
Their recommendation mthod is based on the topic-level
semantic matching probability.

QoS prediction approaches recommend services from the
angle of QoS optimization. Tang et al. [32] consider loca-
tions of both users and services when predicting QoS values
of Web services and recommend service candidates. Ahmed
et al. [10] propose a Hidden Markov Models (HMM)
method for QoS metrification, which measures and predicts
the behavior of web services in terms of response time.
Zheng et al. [12] use matrix factorization technique to
develop a collaborative QoS prediction approach for web
services, taking advantages of the past web service usage
experiences of services users.

Social relationship-based approaches use the collaborative
relation to enhance the service recommendation. Cao et al.
[13] extract users’ interests from their mashup service usage
history, and build a social network based on social relation-
ships information to support service recommendation
for mashup. Xu et al. [14] present a social-aware service

recommendation approach, where multi-dimensional social
relationships among potential users, topics, mashups, and
services are described by a coupled matrix model.

Regardless of clustering methods, most existing recom-
mendation methods directly recommend from all services
and offer a single service candidates ranking list. However,
mashup inherently demand services from different catego-
ries and users are not always clear about which categories
can satisfy their mashup query. Therefore, different from
existing methods, our recommendation method in this
paper offers “per category service candidate ranking list”
recommendation.

7 CONCLUSIONS

With the rapid increasing number of published services on
the Internet, how to effectively and efficiently recommend
proper services for automatic mashup creation has become
an imporatant issue. Two main deficiencies affects the accu-
racy of existing recommending approaches: first, most exist-
ing recommendation approaches only provide a single
service ranking list without considering which categories
the services belong to, which leads to meanlingless ranking
for mashup creation; second, this type of recommendation
neglect the situation when mashup developers are not clear
about which categories they need to fulfil the requirement.
Overcoming these two deficiencies and improving the ser-
vice recommendation for automatic mashup creation moti-
vate our work.

In this paper, a three-step approach is presented to
enhance the recommendation for mashup creation. We first
cluster services according to the formation process of dif-
ferent categories in repository, which provides basis for
recommending. Then, a service category relevance ranking
model is proposed to decompose mashup requirement and
explicitly predict the relevant service categories. Finally, a
distributed machine learning method is introduced for cat-
egory-aware service recommendation. Our experiments on
real-world datasets have shown that our method gains a
30 percent improvement on accuracy rate and a 20 percent
improvement for long-tail recommendation.

From a dynamic view, new services keep on joining the
repository; published services may be no longer available;
service’s popularity and usage patterns for mashup creation
are both evolving overtime. In the future, we will extend
our method and further consider these dynamic factors
when recommending service for mashup creation.
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